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1 Feed the plants regularly. Passion fruit plants are heavy eaters, so you will need to provide plenty of water and fertilizer throughout the whole time of the year. You should apply fertilizer in the spring and once every four weeks during the summer season. Final feeding should also be done in mid-autumn. Use organic, slow-to-release low-nitrogen fertilizers.
Chicken dung pellets are a good option. If the area you live in gets a lot of rainfall, you may not have to water the plant too often. If you are experiencing a drought though, or if you live only in moderately humid conditions, you will need to water the vine at least once a week. Never let the soil surface dry completely. 2 Vine Train. As the vines spread out, you
can ting them to climb up along your fence, trellises, or other support structure. The plant will be healthy if the vines are recommended to rise, and a healthy plant will produce the greatest yield. Learning vines is a fairly simple process once you get the hang of it. When fresh vines or needles begin to stretch, tie the vine around its base and around the wire of
your structure using a thin rope or rope. Keep the knot loose to avoid choking the vine. When the plant is new, the lateral branches that come from the main stem should be nipped to the level of the wire. The two lateral branches coming from the main trunk should be bent around the top wire of your structure and the forces grow in opposite directions. Once
the lateral branches are scattered apart, the lateral branches can develop from them and hang loosely. 3 Walk on plants. Since passion fruit plants require so much food and water, enriched soil often becomes a target for undesirable prices. You have to remove as many of these nearby days as possible, so that resources are not directed from the passion
fruit plant. Keep 2-3 feet (0.61-0.91 m) of space around each side of the vine base without vision. Use organic treatments and do not use chemicals. Mulch can help prevent cringe from firing from the ground, and hand pulling US that sprout is another good option. The rest of the garden may have other plants and such animals in it, but you should stay away
from plants that can spread disease or attract pests. Legume plants in particular are dangerous to keep around passion fruit plants. 4 Prunes as needed. The main reasons for pruning plants are simply to keep the vines under control and provide adequate sunlight at the bottom of the plant. Prunes in the spring every second year. Make sure You make it up
to the flowers of the plants. Pruning after flowering can weaken the plant and limit its fruit and vegetable ability. Use scissors to cut off branches that are below 2 feet (61 cm). This clears off weak, old growth, and improves air circulation around the lower part of the When pruning, make sure you don't remove the main branch by following the stem along with
its base before cutting it off. Leave three to five knots at the base of the branch when you cut it off. The new growth may come out of the stump it leaves behind. 5 Help in the pollination process if necessary. Typically, bees will take care of the pollination process without any additional help from you. If there are no bees in your area though, you may need to
do some work yourself. To manually pollinate plants, take a small clean brush and collect pollen from male flowers. Wipe the collected pollen on the female flowers with the same brush. You can also touch the dust and stigmatized surfaces of each flower with your thumb and fore index finger as you walk through the rows. 6 Protect passion fruit from pests.
You should not use insecticides until you identify the early stages of the pest problem. When you use pesticides, use organic options because chemical options can destroy fruit production and make it unsafe to consume. The biggest pest problems are aphids, grape beams and the larvae of the coleopter beetle. Aphids can usually be discouraged by
spraying red peppers around the base of the plant or spraying them with a targeted flow of water from the hose. Get rid of the grape beams by mixing organic insecticide in a resin-based basis. Spread this solution around the base of the main stem, and get rid of the damaged vines. To get rid of the beetle larvae, you will need to use a systemic insecticide
before the plant goes to the flower. 7 Protect the plant from disease. There are several diseases that you should try to prevent. When you notice signs of plant disease, you should also do your best to get rid of it and prevent the spread of the disease. Maracuya vines can fall prey to rot and viral diseases. The cellar rot and root rot should be prevented in
advance, providing adequate soil drainage. You can try to treat virus-infected plants with a commercial solution, but usually you will need to cut off and burn the affected vines in order to preserve any of the remaining plants. Maracuya mottle virus, passion fruit ringspot virus, and cucumber mosaic virus are the most common threats. 8 Harvest of fruit. It can
take a year to a year and a half years before your plant will produce any fruit, but once that happens, you can harvest this fruit and eat it. As a rule, ripe passion fruit will fall from the vine as soon as they are ready to eat. The drop itself will not hurt the fruit, but you have to harvest the fruit within days of its fall to ensure the best If you have a variety that doesn't
drop its fruit, just pluck each fruit as soon as you notice the skin starts to wrinkle. Today we will teach you how to grow passion fruit, one of the most abundant backyard crops, it's actually quite easy easy Grow! If you've ever eaten passion fruit, you know how incredibly juicy and sweet and sour it can be, but did you know that passion fruit is also very cool?
Packed with vitamins and antioxidants, many believe it is a super food! So let's start and grow our own passion fruit! Passiflora edulis is a type of vine passion flower that is native to northern Argentina and southern Brazil. The passion fruit tree mostly grows in tropical and subtropical areas, but surprisingly will also grow almost anywhere until the temperature
drops below zero. These fast-growing passiofruit vines produce actual fruits that you can eat as well as a passion flower that can vary in colors from purple to red. Fruits are usually either yellow or purple. Depending on the variety of passion fruit, they are about 5-8 cm (2-3 inches) in circumference. They have a smooth and thick peel, and are filled with juicy
sweet and sour seeds and juice. Passion Fruit varieties: Did you know that there are at least 50 varieties of passion fruit? This is good news for those who do not live in a tropical climate because it means that there are different varieties. A large variety of passion fruit is a plant that can withstand the cold of Nelly Kelly, who is also resistant to pets. For those
in warmer climates, plant Panama variety. Let's take a quick look at two main different varieties of passion fruit: there's yellow passion fruit and purple passion fruit! Passiflora edulis is a purple passion fruit, while passiflora edulis f. flavicarpa is a gold/yellow passion fruit that is sometimes also called tropical passion fruit. Purple passion fruit is usually sweeter
of the two varieties, and is native to Brazil.Yellow passion fruit is little more than purple passion fruit and a little more sour. If you live in a tropical or subtropical climate, you want to grow yellow passion fruit, but if you live in a climate where temperatures can drop, choose purple passion fruit. How to grow passion fruit: Climate: Passion fruits can be grown and
will thrive in subtropical and temperate regions. In fact, passion fruit grows so easily, it will adapt to almost any temperature until the frost reaches it! Don't forget to grow purple passion fruit in cooler climates, and golden passion fruit in tropical and subtropical climates. Time to plant: It is best to start planting in early spring. Make sure that all the danger of
frost has passed and that the soil is a little warmed up. This subtropical fruit needs warm soil and warm temperatures to thrive. Spread your passion fruit vine somewhere where it will get full sun and away from the strong winds. Do not forget that the plant is passion fruit vine, so it is better to plant it near the fence or trellis. Except the seating space should be
free of straits and the roots should have places to spread. The passion fruit system is quite extensive, so giving your plant a lot of space is important. Soil: Passion fruit tree prefers soil rich in organic matter, well drained, and has a pH of 5.5 to 6.5. Work some organic matter into the soil before planting, and make sure the soil is warm. Also, remove any such
or other plants from the area. Harvest time: It may take somewhere between 12-18 months for the passion fruit tree to start making fruit. If you live in a tropical or subtropical climate, and the conditions are perfect, you can get the passion fruit tree to produce in just 6 months. Seed or vine? You can grow your own passion fruit tree from seeds or vines, but
vines are always the best and easiest way, especially if you live in an area where it can get a little cold from time to time. You can find passion fruit vines at your local gardening center and even online. Today we will show you how to grow passion fruit from the vine, but if you decide to grow it from seeds, the same rules will apply! Planting: Plant the vines in a
warm place with full sun. Passionate fruit trees love the sun and so it is important to make sure they have as much sun as possible. They also develop a deep root system, so make sure that before the plant, you choose a place where they can spread and grow. Passion Fruit also likes to climb, so the perfect spot will be next to the wire fence. Make sure the
area is free of other trees, plants or this area. Passion fruit needs gentle loving care, so make sure to give it a beautiful, free area where it can rise and spread. The productive vine takes off in a few days! Feeding: Passion fruits thrive on a diet of granulated chicken manure and organic matter, or any fertilizer that is designed to bloom fruit. Spread a mixture of
fertilizer and mulch throughout the land where the vines are planted, as well as throughout the root system. Feed it fertilizer in the spring and then every four weeks until summer. Don't forget to water well after fertilization. Watering and pruning: Passion fruit likes a lot of water, especially in the early stages, so regular watering is a must. Make sure to water
regularly and check the soil for dryness. Passion fruit doesn't really require pruning, but most people do it to control its size and spread. Also, the more sunlight filters through, the faster the fruit will ripen, so if you prunes, do it to make sure that enough sunlight can enter through. How to grow passion fruit in a pot Not much space? Don't worry . . . Grow in a
pot, and can give you some amazing shade on the balcony! There are trellis ready, or a wire fence, so he can climb! Follow the same steps above, but just plant the seeds or vine in a large enough pot. Give him fertilizer, give him the sun, and give him water, and a vual -- it's like growing to grow Fruit! You will soon be able to enjoy delicious fruits! How to
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